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A paragraph consists of sentences which form a/an…….. and it is usually stated in the ..............

context / beginning of the text                           

passage / topic sentence 

central idea / topic sentence

message / beginning of the text

1-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What's the aim of indentation and where can we indent?

Differentiating some subjects, every sentence of a paragraph

Forming text unity and cohesion , first paragraph of the text

To introduce new subjects, first sentence of paragraph

To show various aspects of the same subject, first paragraph

2-

1.

2.

3.

4.

How long a paragraph should be?

More than 3 sentences, about 100 ‐ 200 words

More than 2 sentences, about 100 ‐ 200 words

More than 3 sentences, about 200 ‐ 300 words

More than 2 sentences, about 200 ‐ 300 words

3-

1.

2.

3.

4.

A topic sentence tries to make a/an………… about your topic which…………it to a certain extent. 

suggestion, extends conclusion, sums up

analysis, clarifies statement, limits

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Where a comma (,) is used when joining 2 complete gramma%cal sentences?

Before a sentence connector after the first  sentence

after the sentence connector after the second sentence

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What's the most common method of paragraph development in English?

enumeration cause and effect

comparison and contrast definition

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which time word cannot be used to show sequential actions in a process?

while when until before

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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One good way to limit your topic is to place ................. in the topic sentence.

limiting statements key words or phrases 

supporting sentences details and information

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It is a group of sentences which develop one central idea.

supporting sentence key word

paragraph topic sentence

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A/An ................... is a numerical fact which presents significant information about a given subject.

example statistic detail anecdote

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A particular part or characteristic of a whole thing or a whole idea is called ................. and is

frequently used in a/an ............ paragraph.

description / comparative detail / descriptive

definition / statistics example / anecdote 

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Identify the ascending order in the following phrases.

most essentially reason is .... . a final effect of that was .... .

the most important zone can be .... . my chief reason for choosing it is .... .

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A paragraph listing the most important first, then going on to speak of the other points

is ..................

ascending descending chronology plain

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one is not an enumerative to be used in an enumeration paragraph?

categories characteristics stages elements

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Where should a writer put enumerators in a paragraph?

first sentence of the enumerative paragraph

conclusion of the each paragraph

topic sentence of enumerative paragraph

after key words of enumerative paragraph

15-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In ...................., a writer starts with a general class then proceeds to break it down by listing some

or all of its members or parts.

process enumeration definition chronology

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Identify the type of time clause in this sentence:

"Do not serve the eggs until they thicken."

simultaneous action, chronology sequential action, chronology

simultaneous action, process sequential action, process

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which verb can be used to signal the end of a process paragraph?

culminate continue become develop

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The most common enumeratives in a process paragraph are:

types, kinds, groups classes, phases, levels

groups, steps, types steps, stages, phases

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

"The arrangement of supporting sentences is in a step-by-step sequence which tells the manner of

making or doing something." This kind of development is called ..........

cause and effect chronology

process definition

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Identify the structure in this cause and effect sentence.

"In view of the increased heat agricultural patterns will change."

phrase structure predicate structure

clause structure conjunction structure

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Where a comma (,) is used in a cause and effect paragraph using these connectors: 

          as a result, consequently, hence,?

before the sentence connector after the first sentence

after the sentence connector after the second sentence

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What kind of relationship does exist in a cause and effect development of paragraphs?

contrastive causal enumerative comparative

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What kind of graphs can be used in a contrastive paragraph?

pie chart single bar graph

polygon double bar graph

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Identify the type of structure in this contrastive sentence.

"The introvert likes books; the extrovert is fond of people."

conjunctions punctuation

verbal structure sentence connector

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Identify the word indicating degree of similarity in the following sentence.

"Kennedy's death was rather similar to Lincoln's in that they both died in office."

rather similar similar to in that 

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which structure can't be used in writing a paragraph of comparison?

attached statements predicate structure

correlative conjunctions verbal structures

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

what does a writer use in writing a comparative paragraph?

differences or similarities likeness or distinguishing features

similarities or parallels distinguishing features or differences

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Like the extended formal definition, ............... definition is usually longer than a single sentence.

complicated circular stipulated compound

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the problem with the following definition?.

 "Inflation is a process whereby money is inflated."

circular definition non‐extended definition  

overextended definition over restricted definition

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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